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About This Game

Play as a healer that supports his party in difficult boss fights. Cast healing spells and remove curses to keep your allies alive.

Key Features

 Fast paced and click intensive

Loot and upgrade system

 NEW keybind system

  You can heal your way to victory!

TWO NEW BOSSES !

8 NEW BOSS ABILITIES!
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healer simulator mobile. healer simulator wow. healer simulator. healer simulator steam. healer simulator game

It's a phone port. It's bad. The game isn't fun, and it's trivial at best. It's Bloons with half as many options.. It was a really
charming thing, aaaaand then it croaked.

Well, schnitzbubbles.. Very polished game. I like the dorky sounds the little alien robot makes. I know I haven't played much,
but I can tell when a game feels right and will be fun with friends. I think it's definetly a game to show to friends who are
interested in VR, or who haven't tried it yet. I've played about 4 levels, and the immersion is nice. I hear there's about 50 levels,
and then a style type of level, so I believe the content is there. For the discounted price, It was a no brainer for me.. good game:).
This should be a good trial for retro-side-scroller-shooting lovers (like Megaman, Alien Soldier, Metal Slug etc.) who can skip
the light-weight story and focus on more action-based gameplay (i.e. skill in jumping over the platforms or experience the boss
fight with styles etc.). I like the presentation of this game that is futuristic sci-fi as well as heavy-rock style bg music in the good
mix to make me enjoyed this game a lot. The result is, this game made me start having a dinner late for an hour.

For ARES fans, this is a polished version of the previous ARES hit. Though the main story and core system are much similar to
the previous one, the new polished music and gameplay (that are improved for XBOX) still make you enjoy with this new
chapter a lot (like this chapter is the Director cut version, LOL). In addition, the new character "Tarus", adding another style of
gameplay that worth trying a rerun through the game. But I haven't complete the game yet, so I can't tell what's more about
improvement so well.

What's not perfect for me is, I really want see speed of gameplay to be faster but the team did not tweak this in this version.
Hope they will add into a consideration list in the future chapters.. Plays like the budget version of Super Meat Boy.. Looks
great. I love the ideas of the classes they have. I dont know If its my internet, no Oceanic server or a combination of both, skills
and actions are always very unresponsive, with bugs me a lot.
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Great AddOn to an already great (and really really underrated) Void Expanse!

Thanks to an diligent user in VE Steam workshop it's playable in german language (just like the base-game) too which is really
great for everyone speaking german! :-)

I'm still not getting why Void Expanse is that underrated on Steam but well... that makes it an insider trip right!? ;-)
The AddOn adds even more complexity, ships, items and a new storyline to the game right from the beginning.

Thanks to the developer to spend in 2017 an AddOn to a game which is already out of 2005! Shows the heart the dev brings into
this project I guess.

Keep up the great work! Hoping for more AddOns or a VE2 in future!. Improved gameplay, plus the stereotipical humor drips
sardonic from your system's speakers thanks to the unexpected, yet oh so welcome, voice acting. Sure the dialogue was funny in
GT1, but the voiced characters have individual personalities.

Basically, if you liked or haven't played GT1, GT2 has been a fresh take on the turn-based\/RPG style that seems worth
$upporting. Enjoy.. After completing the final episode of this amazing Trilogy I must say well done Sekai/Spicy Tails. This
series had a gripping story throughout and great character development. I was consistantly gripped throughout waiting for the
next line of text to show up on screen. In my opinion the conclusion was perfect. Highly Reccomend buying this game and its
prequels you will not be disappointed.. I came to eSail after putting in over 100 hours on Sailaway. I still go back to Sailaway
occasionally as it has its own strengths, such as if you just want to head off into the depths of the ocean, but eSail is in another
league and I can\u2019t recommend it enough. As others have said, at the very least you\u2019ll learn plenty about how to sail,
which isn\u2019t offered anywhere else to this degree. This review is mostly a comparison of the two, and hopefully that may
help \u2013 when I was first trying to decide which one to go with, I didn\u2019t have a clear idea of the differences.

The sailing. eSail is so in-depth here \u2013 you can select lines and winches, move your crew around, anchor, deploy fenders,
moor in marinas, plot your position on the chart down in the cabin. Simple things like being able to back the jib \u2013 crank it
out on the windward side, whereas in Sailaway this can\u2019t be done as the sail controls are far more dumbed down. You can
pull the lines by hand or winch them, operate the jammers. Also, getting the sails right feels more demanding and therefore
satisfying, not least because the telltales flutter much more believably than in Sailaway \u2013 it feels like there\u2019s less
spoon-feeding going on. The sailing simulation is massively in-depth.

The water. The water is much less neat and regular than in Sailaway. With the new advanced water in the latest beta, the water is
much more convincing overall. The spray is a little less impressive and certainly there\u2019s some work to be done before this
area matches up to Sailaway. That said, eSail is still openly in Early Access, so big allowances have to be made. I don\u2019t
know if it\u2019s down to the slight translucency of the water or what, but eSail also doesn\u2019t quite have the satisfying
sense of the boat carving purposefully through the water that Sailaway has. This might also be down to the lack of rushing water
audio, or the splash SFX that aren\u2019t always in sync with the motion of the boat. But, when you\u2019ve set the boat up
from scratch, gone to the trouble of hoisting the sails and winching everything so it\u2019s all just right and then headed out
from your mooring, you\u2019re already immersed and have plenty of other things to worry about. The boat rocks believably
too and the sails flutter as the boat rolls through the wind, whereas in Sailaway the boat is always heeled over by the wind,
irrespective of the waves, and the sails only flap if they need adjusting.

The world. This is far more varied than Sailaway. Essentially in eSail you\u2019re doing coastal sailing around a large island
with some smaller outlying islands. There\u2019s no great expanse of ocean to head off into like in Sailaway \u2013 when I
tried in eSail I ended up in a black-screen place with no boat and had to resort to the very handy reset button in the menu that
resolves many of the Early Access niggles that will be encountered.

The smaller world also means it\u2019s more condensed and interesting - there are details on the land, like trees, marinas,
buildings and vehicles. They are more solid and believable than in Sailaway \u2013 they don\u2019t have the dreaded hop
where they jerk and relocate every few seconds. This said, the landscape textures aren\u2019t any better than in Sailaway yet,
and Sailaway\u2019s real time weather and sea state offers a lot. Then again, the stars in Sailaway are just a splatter of fuzzy
dots, whereas the stars came out in eSail and I recognised some of the constellations. There are other boats \u2013 thundering
cargo ships that you really have to watch out for, other sailing boats both sailing and moored or anchored, and smaller fishing
boats. I feel like I\u2019m part of this island community and there are plenty of other people about on the water.
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I was merrily sailing along and could hear my engine rumbling. I thought, the engine isn\u2019t on, is it? I was sure I\u2019d
turned it off. Checked the controls. Yes, definitely off. So what\u2019s the rumbling? Getting louder. Much louder. And then
JESUS CHRIST THAT WAS CLOSE!!! as a huge cargo ship ploughed by, so close I still don\u2019t know how it missed me.
Learned to keep a better look out and to think harder about where to sail when near harbours. The cargo ship was admittedly a
huge, ugly, badly textured brown thing, which I\u2019m putting down to it being an Early Access placeholder. The whole
experience gave me enough of a moment of genuine panic that I was prepared to overlook the cosmetics anyway.

The boat. The boat does its job but it\u2019s nowhere near as pretty as those in Sailaway. I feel like I bought a second hand
cruiser off eBay, albeit one with plenty of character. In Sailaway you\u2019ve got ocean-ready boats fresh from a showroom
somewhere. eSail also only has the one boat \u2013 some variety there would go a long way. But it\u2019s a capable and
effective boat. The amount of things you can do on it makes it feel very real. I would like to be able to feel like I was standing
on it though, rather than just controlling a floating camera that can orbit and zoom around the boat \u2013 the various camera
positions in Sailaway feel much more immersive in this respect \u2013 there, I can actually sit in the cockpit.

The audio. This is mostly OK, but again there\u2019s work to do before it\u2019s quite as polished as Sailaway, which gives a
better sense of speed through the water from the sound of the water rushing past. eSail also has two distinct recurring splash
effects, so they can start to grate a little after a while due to the lack of variety and nothing but a little wind noise between each
splash \u2013 no rushing water.

eSail promises more islands to sail to in future and possibly some tides. With these aspects and my wishlist of 1. Better
landscapes\/textures, 2. A choice of boats, 3. Being able to feel like you\u2019re actually on the boat and 4. Better audio this
would be an absolutely mindblowing experience. As it is, it\u2019s a fantastic and in-depth (I think I mentioned that a few
times) sailing simulation. It has a great world with character and atmosphere and if it continues to develop as it has been then
it\u2019s really going places.. Great Logic Action Game like to play this one from Time to Time !!. The most fun I have had in
VR. This game has the potential to be something special. The only fault that this game has is that it was released a bit to early
but the devs are working so hard to make sure that all the problems are fixed and not just masked over. Please give them and
this game a chance and dont be put off by any negative reviews and you will hopefully love it as much as I do.. I played Football
manager live back in the day and I have been looking for something similar ever since. This is the game. I wish i stumbled upon
this 2 years ago, when it started, as i have loved every second of play time since joining a week ago. Currently in the qualifying
FA, I can't wait to pit my wits against other online users in the prime time league next month. If you are reading this review,
wondering if it is worth it...........it costs less than a packet of crisps and yes, it's worth it: football manager style attribute system,
scouting, transfer market, tactical instructions and match day reactions, all very detailed for the price you pay. Also, a 2D match
play system soon to be on it's way but I have enjoyed the old school text style commentary. Sure, it doesn't have the multi-
million pound detail structure of football manager but it has something more......online, real users, which is exactly what football
managing simulation needs to move on to next level (we have all taken FC nobody from non league to champions league
glory....too easy). I hope the enthusiasm continues with the developers and people continue to join, the more money they
make...the more likely this will become a fully fledged, top notch game. Stop wasting time & talent against the boring AI and
lets play some real football!
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